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The ontogenesis and genetics of mathematical disabilities and abilities
par Brian Butterworth, Professeur de neuropsychologie cognitive, University College de Londres
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Résumé de la conférence
Here I describe an ongoing study of 260 twins between 8 and 14 years. We found that both basic
numerical abilities and the area of the parietal lobethat supports them is significantly heritable.
Our Cross-Twin Cross-Trait genetic analysis shows that relationship between the ability to
enumerate dot displays and simple arithmetic shows is highly heritable, suggesting that the basic
capacity to estimate numerosity is closely tied to the ability to learn arithmetic.
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[Résumé de la conférence de B. Butterworth, suite]

The age range of the participants enabled us to estimate the developmental trajectory of the
relevant brain areas. An analysis of all the participants suggests that developmental trajectory of
grey-matter density is different for high and low attainers.
Furthermore, in a sample of dyscalculics and matched controls, we found that a significant
increase in white matter volume increases in some regions for the matched controls, but not for
dyscalculics. I discuss the theoretical and practical implications of these findings.
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